In this paper we address the explicit construction of (complex) update programs from basic update operations like \insert tuple" and \delete tuple". The main contribution is the de nition of a semantics that is based on sets of deferred update requests. We propose a logic in which besides the concurrent and sequential composition of update operations also set-oriented updates can be expressed.
Introduction
In the eld of logic databases the static semantics and the evaluation of queries is well understood. However, there is no consensus about the appropriate treatment of dynamic behaviour, i.e. the evolution of the database with time. Various methods to incorporate update constructs into logic databases have been proposed, see 23] for a comprehensive classi cation. In this paper we address the explicit construction of (complex) update programs from basic update operations like \insert tuple" and \delete tuple". This is to be distinguished from the problem of view updates which in a sense implicitly de ne update programs. Several rule-based update languages for explicit update programs have been proposed, among them 2 , 4 , 5 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 7 ] . Basically, update requests may appear in the rule head or in the rule body. We adopt the updates-as-subgoals paradigm which is also used in Transaction Logic 5] and other approaches 4, 19] . In this setting, a deductive rule de nes a (part of) a view 2], whereas an update rule can be regarded as a (partial) de nition of a transaction which is named by the head predicate and parameterized by the head variables. A named transaction can be referred to by update literals that appear as (sub-)goals in rule bodies or queries. Thus, complex update operations can be implemented in a modular and hierarchical way and the concept does integrate with nested transaction models 20, 2 6 ]. However, a major problem of this approach is the combination of set-orientedness, which one might prefer from the point of view of declarativity, with the inherent non-determinism of rule-based languages, that forces one to choose one of the possible state transitions that satisfy an update query.
In particular, set-oriented updates or bulk updates, e.g. \FOR ALL P DO BEGIN raise salary of P by 10% END", which are often used in databases and which are expressible in SQL need special consideration. The existing update languages with updates as subgoals rely on explicit recursive rules to encode the universal quanti er of the example above. However, a true integration of set-oriented updates into the overall framework has not been addressed. In this paper we propose a logic in which the construction of update operations by concurrent conjunction, sequential conjunction, and bulk quanti cation can be expressed. Bulk quanti cation corresponds to simultaneous set-oriented updates. In our framework, bulk updates can be regarded as a special form of concurrent conjunction. We restrict ourselves to the basic update operations \insert tuple" and \delete tuple", although other sets of basic operations can be supported. The rule fragment o f the logic can be considered as a generalization of conventional deductive rules. The semantics we present is based on the concept of sets of basic update requests which potentially cause the transition from the current database state to some new state. Basic updates are not executed at derivation time. Instead, sets of basic update requests are computed for every instance of a goal.
In: Lee Naish (Ed.), Logic Programming, Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on Logic Programming, July 8-11, 1997, Leuven, Belgium. MIT Press, 1997 2 THE UPDATE LANGUAGE 2 Each composition construct determines how the update request sets corresponding to its operands have to be merged. The process of collecting basic update requests can be interpreted as a form of abduction 9] with the instantiated basic update operations, such as \insert tuple", as abducibles. For bulk updates the merging is essentially performed by an aggregation over successful instantiations. We also outline a transformation of update programs into conventional deductive database programs which m a i n tain update request sets in an appropriate way. Essentially, e v ery access to the database state is redirected to a hypothetical current state that is represented by the current set of update requests. Furthermore, every transformed update rule generates the corresponding set of new update requests that, if applied to the current state, would result in the new database state. Finally, for every extensional predicate a pair of frame axioms is generated that formalize the hypothetical state of the extensional relations. The current and new update request sets can be viewed as an encoding of (local) transaction logs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The syntax and semantics of the proposed language is de ned in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 describes the transformation in conventional programs. A sketch of the implementation is given in Section 5. We discuss related work in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper with a short summary and an outlook.
The Update Language
An extended d e ductive database consists of three components: an extensional database (EDB) comprising some base relations which are assumed to be kept in persistent storage, e.g. a relational database, an intensional database (IDB) de ned by a set of normal deductive rules, and an update program consisting of update rules to be de ned below. Correspondingly, we distinguish the sets of EDB predicates, IDB predicates, a n d update predicates. The update predicates can be regarded as names of complex update operations (transactions).
Update Formulae
Besides the classical implication and 8-quanti cation, our logic contains the basic update operators I N S(\insert tuple") DEL(\delete tuple"), and N O P(\no operation"), the concurrent conjunction \,", the sequential conjunction \:", and the bulk quanti er #. A term is a type-and arity-conform composition of function symbols, constants and variables. A term without variables is called ground. Groundness can be extended to the constructs de ned below in a natural way. Atoms are of the form p(t), wheret is a sequence t 1 : : : t n of terms and p is a n-ary predicate. We can distinguish between EDB atoms, IDB atoms, a n d update atoms depending on which set of predicates p belongs to. DB literals are EDB/IDB atoms q(t) or negated EDB/IDB atoms N O Tq(t). 
Update Programs
The language of the update programs is an extension of the classical IDB rule formalism.
Let us rst recall the de nition of IDB rules. IDB rules are built from an IDB head atom q(t) and a retrieval goal G as usual and denoted by \ q(t) : ; G:". Rules \q(t):" w i t h a n e m p t y body are called facts.
De nition 2. 
Example: Wine Cellar
The general set-up of the following example has been adopted from Gardarin and Valduriez 11] .
Let the EDB relations Wine(W# Name Grape Y ear) (wine types) and S t o (W # Amount) (wine storage) be represented by the EDB predicates wine and sto, respectively. We assume that for every tuple in W i n e a corresponding tuple in S t oexists (referential integrity 3 Semantics
There are many di erent semantics for normal programs. However, the most commonly accepted semantics are subsumed by the well-founded model semantics 25] . For the rest of the paper we assume this semantics as given. As in Transaction Logic 5] our semantics of update formulae is not tied to the particular IDB semantics chosen.
Interpretation of the Update Formulae
The semantics we present is based on the concept of deferred updates, or, to be more speci c, on sets of basic update requests which potentially cause the transition from some current database state to some new state.
De nition 3. An update request set is consistent, i there exists no atom r(t) s u c h t h a t + r(t) 2 a n d ;r(t) 2 .
In the following, D denotes the consistent fragment o f t h e p o wer-set of the set of all update requests, i.e. D contains exactly all consistent update request sets. 
Recall, that terms are interpreted by the usual Herbrand pre-interpretation.
2 Now, we de ne how update formulae are interpreted. The main ideas are adopted from Manchanda and Warren 19]. However, their interpretation is based on pairs of states, while our interpretation relies on di erences between consecutive states, i.e. update request sets. Thus, imposing additional consistency constraints, we c a n also de ne a sensible semantics of concurrent conjunction and bulk updates. Note, that we de ne the semantics of quanti ers over a replacement o f v ariables by ground terms. This is correct, because we use the Herbrand pre-interpretation, where every domain element can be represented by a ground term.
An interpretation I is a mapping from ground update formulae to the power-set of D D , i . e . I(') D D for every formula ' not containing any free variables. As de ned below, I will be an extension of an interpretation I U P of update atoms. The rst component of each pair refers to a (hypothetical) current state w.r.t. DB 0 in which ' is to be evaluated, the second component refers to a set of update requests that would lead to the next database state if applied to the EDB in the hypothetical current state. So, every pair ( C ) corresponds to an allowed state transition. C ( DB 0 ;! ) DB C u r r ;! DB Next If I(') c o n tains multiple pairs with the same rst component C , ' has a non-deterministic update interpretation. Note, that non-deterministic choice is not re ected by the logical semantics.
Inductive De nition 3.9 Interpretation of a Ground Update Formula] Let I DB be the interpretation of DB literals in hypothetical states w.r.t. the initial EDB instance DB 0 (cf. De nition 3.8). Let a mapping I U P from B DU to the power-set of D D , the interpretation of the update atoms, be given.
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De ne the interpretation I as a mapping from ground update formulae to the power-set of D D , inductively as follows. Note, that only consistent sets are considered.
(1) DB literal Let q(t) be an EDB or an IDB atom.
For all C 2 D de ne:
:, q(t) 2 I DB ( C ) a n d = ( C ) 2 I(N O Tq(t)) :, :q(t) 2 I DB ( C ) a n d = For all C 2 D de ne:
Implication For all C 2 D de ne:
:, for arbitrary ground term tuplest holds: 
Semantics of the Update Programs
We c haracterize the (minimal) models of an update program P U P . Remember, that the interpretation of the IDB literals is always determined by t h e w ell-founded semantics (cf. De nition 3.8). So we just have t o n d a n i n terpretation of the update atoms that respects the intended semantics of P U P . Note, that in this setting, an interpretation I is completely determined by I U P . Therefore, we w i l l i d e n tify I U P and its corresponding I and also write I U P (') for arbitrary update formulae '.
De nition 3.15 Models of an Update Program] An interpretation I U P of update formulae is a model of a set of update rules P U P , i for each r u l e R 2 P U P (represent e d a s a u n i v ersally quanti ed implication) holds I U P (R) = D D . A m o d e l I U P is minimal, i f o r a n y other model I 0 U P holds: The trivial interpretation de ned in Remark 3.16 is a model of every program as it satis es the logical conditions. Informally spoken, however, it allows arbitrary state transitions for each de ned update, in general more than speci ed by the update rules. Thu s , i n t h e f o l l o wing we a i m a t c haracterizing the intended update semantics by a minimal model. Due to space limitations the proofs are omitted or only sketched.
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Lemma 3.17 Let I 1 and I 2 beinterpretations, and let P be a set of update predicates, such that for all p 2 P and ground term tuplest holds I 1 (p(t)) = I 2 (p(t)). Let U be an update goal, that does not contain any update predicate which is not in P.
Then holds I 1 (U) = I 2 (U Nevertheless, we can de ne a particular minimal model for all programs which are strati ed w.r.t. bulk quanti cation.
De nition 3.21 Construction of the Intended Model]
For an update program P U P , that is strati ed w.r.t. bulk quanti cation, we construct the (unique) intended m o del M U P as follows: Choose a strati cation P 1 : : : P n of the update predicates (and their de ning rules), where dependency through bulk quanti cation is treated in analogy to a negative dependency in normal programs.
De ne M U P strata-wise bottom-up. The existence of a minimal model for the de ning rules of the predicates in P 1 follows from Theorem 3.20. Construct the minimal model for the rules in a higher stratum P i similarly. Keep the interpretations of the update atoms in P 1 : : : P i;1 xed and construct a minimal model. This is possible due to the model intersection property (Lemma 3.19). 2 3 SEMANTICS 9 Theorem 3.22 Well-De nedness] The De nition 3.21 is well-de ned, i.e. M U P is a minimal model of P U P and does not depend on the choice of the strati cation.
Proof: (Sketch) Show b y induction that the new interpretation of the predicates in P i together with the interpretations de ned in the lower strata form a minimal model of the union of the program fragments corresponding to the strata P 1 : : : P i . The independence from the chosen strati cation can be shown in analogy to the case of strati ed negation 24].
2
We can now de ne the possible updates of a top-level query asked against the extended deductive database. We do not consider retrieval queries here. To commit a transaction invoked by a top-level query one possible update request set has to be chosen non-deterministically and all its basic updates have to be performed physically on the EDB.
De nition 3.23 Updates of a Query] Let a database program P and the (persistent) EDB instance DB 0 be given. Let Q be an update query of the form \( U:", where U does not contain any free variables. Let M U P be the intended model of the update program.
The set
Updates P DB0 (Q) : = f 2 D j ( ) 2 consume(W D ) is a similar operation for removing a certain amount D of a wine W from the cellar. Due to the local variable W in its de ning rule, consume redis a non-deterministic operation. During evaluation, W may be instantiated by 3 2 o r 3 3 . The resulting update request sets correspond to the fact that one bottle of a red wine is being taken from the wine cellar.
TRANSFORMATION INTO CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMS
order twice performs two successive wine orders. In the semantics, the transition to the intermediate state which results from the application of order all out is re ected by a (hypothetical) execution E of the updates. In this hypothetical state the goal order (18 12) is to be evaluated. Although both resulting update request sets would be incompatible, e.g. +sto(18 24) will be contained in the rst and ;sto (18 24) in the second one, the evaluation succeeds due to the sequential composition of the update sets. The update requests in the second set have a higher priority and can overwrite former update requests, so +sto(18 24) will be ignored: f;sto(18 0), +sto(18 24)g f;sto (18 24) , +sto(18 36)g =f;sto(18 0), ;sto(18 24), +sto(18 36)g order and consume is also de ned using two complex update operations. However, these operations are composed by concurrent conjunction. The evaluation does not produce a hypothetical intermediate state. Consequently, order (18 24) and consume red can be evaluated simultaneously or in any s equential order. As both operations cannot con ict { they operate on disjoint partitions of the database { the semantics is equal to that of any sequential composition, e.g. order (18 24) : consume red.
Transformation into Conventional Programs
The implementation of the update concept relies on a meta-level approach using a conventional deductive database system. An extended deductive database program P = ( P I D B P U P ) can be transformed into a conventional deductive database program P 0 = P 0 I D B P 0 U P , which explicitly represents the update semantics. Certain safety conditions, which w e do not discuss here, are required. Query processing is then done for the transformed database program and consists of two steps: In the evaluation phase, a set of possible update request sets is computed without changing the EDB instance DB 0 .
In a subsequent materialization phase, one set is chosen and the collected update requests are applied by an external transaction which yields the new physical database state. In this setting, we can guarantee the atomicity and recoverability of a transaction. Some form of isolation is also ensured, as other transactions cannot see any e ect or the intermediate states before`Commit'. By the semantics described in Section 3, the update formulae are not interpreted by truth values but by a s e t of pairs of update request sets. This can be made explicit by encoding the sets 2 D as terms. We construct new update rules that explicitly re ect the update semantics. For each update predicate p in P U P , a new predicate hyp p is de ned by the transformed program P 0 U P satisfying the following property: hyp p(DeltaC Delta t ) 2 W F M (P 0 U P I DB ( C )) :() ( C ) 2 M U P (p(t)) where and C contain the update requests represented by Delta, DeltaC, respectively, a n d M U P is the intended model of P U P .
To handle (sequential and concurrent) update composition and basic update atoms appropriately, the built-in predicates collect ins, collect del, consistent union, seq composition are provided. They manipulate the terms (and data structures) that represent the update request sets. The bulk update construct can be computed using an aggregation function. To guarantee that all update request sets are consistent (i.e. in D), explicit consistency checking is necessary for concurrent composition and aggregation. The de ning rule for order in our running example is transformed into: For the extensional predicates, special frame rules are needed that actually implement t h e h ypothetical changes speci ed by the collected update requests. For instance, the rules for the EDB predicate sto in our running example are:
hyp sto(DeltaC, W,X) :-sto(W,X), NOT member(del(sto(W,X)),DeltaC). hyp sto(DeltaC, W,X) :-member(ins(sto(W,X)),DeltaC). Both ideas t well together and yield the following semantics of the new update predicates:
where and C contain the update requests represented by Delta, DeltaC, respectively, a n d M U P is the intended model of P U P .
So, the queries can be evaluated by a conventional deductive database system. Collection of update requests and hypothetical reasoning according to our formal semantics has been encoded into the new rules. The instances of Deltaand DeltaC can be interpreted as logical logs.
Implementation
The transformed programs can be evaluated in any deductive database system or logic programming environment that can evaluate (strati ed) aggregation and provides the built-in predicates needed. Due to the occurrence of non-range-restricted rules, a top-down component is necessary, e.g. realized by a suitable form of magic set transformation. In our prototype, the transformation of the extended logic programs is done by a compiler written with Lex and Yacc 16]. The object program can be evaluated by the deductive database system LOLA 10] after applying the local magic set transformation 28]. Once a set of basic update requests has been computed, the resulting updates are performed by a built-in operation via a side e ect.
Related Work
Transaction Logic 5] is one of the concepts which h a ve signi cantly inspired our own work. It forms a logical framework for the representation of updates in which sequential composition of updates is handled explicitly and arbitrary basic updates can be integrated. Transaction Logic has no explicit construct for bulk updates. Of course, the e ect of bulk updates can be obtained using recursive rules (see e.g. 19] for an example). In 6] a relational assignment operator for copying an IDB relation into the EDB is proposed. However, this operation is atomic and outside the scope of Transaction Logic. Bulk updates cannot be composed from existing single updates. Concurrent Transaction Logic 5] provides an explicit concurrency construct, by which one can specify that subtransactions are to be performed in an interleaving fashion. This form of concurrency requires a stronger form of compatibility assertion than the implicit concurrency in our concept. U-Datalog 4] has made the rst attempt to perform bulk updates by aggregation of success paths in the resolution tree of a query. However, this approach cannot handle sequential composition. The two subsequent orders of wine (cf. Sections 2.3 and 3.3) can only be speci ed as a complex transaction at the top-level. However, one always gets a bulk update e ect and cannot specify update alternatives as 12 in Transaction Logic. In addition, the aggregation of the update requests does not distinguish between logical conjunction and disjunction. The expressibility of the language DLP proposed by M a n c handa and Warren 19] is comparable to that of the rule fragment o f Transaction Logic restricted to basic insertions and deletions. Like in our approach, the implementation uses a non-immediate update semantics. The formal semantics, however, is based on a dynamic logic in which a formula is interpreted by pairs of database states. Consequently, the same problems in specifying bulk updates arise as in Transaction Logic 5] . Concurrent conjunction can not be speci ed. Chen 8] de nes an update calculus and a corresponding update algebra. The latter is an extension of the relational algebra and deals similarly to our approach with increments, concurrent/sequential composition, and consistency constraints. In contrast, the update calculus is based on abduction and minimal changes of a relational database, where the basic update atoms are considered as assertions for the next state. It should be noted that neither IDB rules (or relational views), nor update rules are considered. But probably, our update concept can be also implemented using the update algebra. An alternative rule paradigm considers rules as condition-action speci cations. Basic updates in a rule head are triggered, when the condition of the rule body is satis ed. There exist many di erent semantics depending on how the rules (set-oriented/tuple-oriented, deterministically/non-deterministically, simultaneously/successively, etc.) are evaluated, see e.g. 3]. Some new approaches like Statelog 17] and the concept of Zaniolo 27] de ne a clear semantics based on temporal logic programming 1] by incorporating states into the rule formalism. In a recent paper, Lud ascher, May, and Lausen 18] present an extension of Statelog by update procedures and sequential composition. The new language further abstracts from states. In essence, its semantics encodes a top-down control into a bottomup, data/event-driven evaluation framework. If we do not consider bulk updates, we get a similar semantics for our approach b y applying a magic set transformation to the transformed programs (cf. Sections 4 and 5). Kakas, Mancarella 12] a n d Bry 7] use abductive reasoning for translating intensional updates into changes on the EDB. They do not explicitly describe update methods but derive them from view de nitions and integrity constraints. In contrast, we use special rules which explicitly describe the update operations, although their evaluation has an abductive a vour. As proposed in 19], suitable rules for performing view updates can be generated by a precompiler in our framework. Some other approaches dealing with updates in deductive databases should be mentioned: Reiter 21] describes possible actions and its e ects in the situation calculus and addresses the frame problem. In the language GOLOG 15], procedural structures and complex operations are introduced, their semantics is described by macro expansion and second order constructs. Like in our approach, all states generated by a sequence of actions are represented by an increment w.r.t. a certain initial state. Kowalski 14] uses the event calculus for characterizing dynamics, which has some similarities with the situation calculus. In 22] a dynamic logic for verifying database updates is developed. However, the updates are programmed in a language like Embedded SQL. a ect the logical semantics or only lead to freedom in the evaluation. Maybe, it is necessary to distinguish between logical constraints and optimization information. The restriction of basic updates to insertions and deletions has the nice property that the concurrent/sequential composition and bulk updates can be represented as algebraic operations on sets of basic update requests. If we allow complex basic operations, a more sophisticated structure of the state increments will be needed. It is a topic of future work to nd a tractable generalization of the current approach. Another possible variation within the current update semantics is the improvement o f t h e h ypothetical reasoning. Up to now, the transformed rules require to recompute the intensional database for every intermediate state. To a void recomputation of unchanged parts it is possible to refer to the results of the last committed state and to deal with increments also for the intensional relations. It is necessary to reconsider the rules for hypothetical reasoning by taking view maintenance into account. Teniente and Urp 2 3 ] propose a suitable transformation.
